
Works reviewed

Els valencians i la terra (Valencians and the Land). 
Tres i Quatre,  

Els valencians i la terra is one of Joan Francesc Mira’s earliest 
anthropological works. Despite the years that have 
passed, it has become a key work of testimony to what the 
Valencians were like. At a time when the depopulation 
of rural areas indicated a society’s future, Mira’s careful 
fieldwork shows us, data in hand, what agrarian 
lifestyles were like until the 1970s, both in cultivated and 
uncultivated lands, often forgotten in the clichés about 
Valencian territory.

In other words, he presented an entire methodical 
study about ways of life that were at the time beginning 
a drastic change, adding an anthropological element that 
also turned historic because it became required reading 
in some universities, whether deliberately or not. Some 
of the testimonies, the personal experiences that paint a 
portrait of collective episodes of a society at a moment of 
metamorphosis, are priceless.

The great achievement of the book was knowing how to 
choose those who gave it voice. Although it would seem 
irrelevant in other cases, this is crucial for understanding 
the appearance of ethnological elements in the author’s 
literary creation: from El bou de foc (The Fire Bull), through 
Els cucs de seda (The Silkworms), even Viatge al final del fred 
(Journey to the End of Cold) and El desig dels dies (The Desire 
of Days), all depend on this component, born from 
observation of the lands.

El bou de foc (The Fire Bull). 
Valencia, Tres i Quatre, 1974. 

El bou de foc is, apart from the novel that began Joan 
Francesc Mira’s venture into fiction, a historic-literary 
reference to the degree that it brought modernity into 
Catalan literature. He belongs to a generation of writers 
who reinvigorated Catalan letters after the long period of 
lethargy in which it was plunged after the Spanish Civil 
War. 

The novel also deals with this theme, although in an 
oblique way. The silence of the people, who hide what 
they know out of the fear they experience in the post-war 
period, as they hide other truths that the main character 
must uncover, is one of the thematic motifs that ties into a 
feeling of a figure confronting hostile surroundings. Like 
the Biblical Daniel, the Daniel in El bou de foc falls prey to a 
trap designed by men in the service of established power.

The anti-hero of contemporary novels was introduced 
into Catalan letters following the benchmarks of writers in 
English and French. We might sense this when connecting 
Mira’s writing to the work of Saul Bellow, and not just him, 
but also other North American writers who were practically 
unknown in Catalonia and Spain at the time.

El desig dels dies (The Desire of Days). 
Tres i Quatre, 1981.

Josep Iborra has already noted that El desig dels dies was the 
memoir of a generation. This novel traces a path through 
Valencian history of the sixties and early seventies. It 
is a novel that achieves the greatest degree of narrative 
experimentalism in Mira’s writing career. Orality is shown 
clearly in the novel, starting from the fact that the narrator 
presents his entire discourse as a tape recording.

With the appearance of orality, then, the journey 
through years past is divided into chapters that testify to 
widely diverse themes. These vary from the appearance 
of a kind of ideological guide at the assembly hall of 
the University of Valencia—whose name is Arnau, like 
Maragall’s count; in other words, he lives among the 
dead—to the apostolic activity of the leader’s twelve 
followers, and finally to the chapters dedicated to episodes 
of love and death, like the cycle of life. The book takes this 
rounded form with two parts divided into twelve chapters, 
which recall the twenty-four hours of the day in which the 
narrator records his thoughts.

The abundance of digressions inserted into the pure 
narrative, thoughts dwelling on any narrative theme—
from Brassen’s discovery to a very Joycean reflection on 
language—together with contrapuntal games—including 
a very interesting fragment in which the characters dance 
rock and roll—and the interior monologues that often fuse 
with digressions, make the novel a complex narrative fabric 
that perhaps was found difficult to digest by a certain kind 
of reader. It is a challenge to read it even with the distance 
of time.

Els treballs perduts (The Lost Labors). 
Tres i Quatre, 1989

This is surely Joan Francesc Mira’s most balanced novel, 
for its realization of a text that harmonizes the most 
contemporary literary resources with rather traditional 
narrative themes and a fictionalization based on very local 
elements in the city of Valencia.

The novel is organized around the twelve labors of 
Hercules, in which each labor has a corresponding action 
that defies the main character’s surroundings. The 
individual, a quixotic type, becomes a character whom a 
good part of his family considers a child, save a nephew 
who rides a Harley and helps him in his efforts, and 
an old prostitute who lives in the palatial home of his 
grandfather.

Els sorolls humans (Human Sounds). 

Joan Francesc Mira’s observational character is manifested 
as much in his fiction as in his essays. In the latter, he 
makes frequent recourse to the anecdote, which continues 
to take on new dimensions as the process of rationalizing 
the event goes forward. This occurs in Els sorolls humans 
when he starts from a momentary event, the narration 
of an occurrence, to open up a series of reflections on the 
human condition, on customs and other complex aspects 
of society’s makeup. Explaining a change of address or the 
contemplation of a painting are elements sufficient enough 
for proceeding to reflect on construction in postmodernity, 
community, or some specific anthropological component.

Joan F. Mira’s essays, like Joan Fuster’s, often resort 
to these singular facts, seemingly insignificant, to open 
windows of thought, administering a dose of cultural 
awareness and situating us before rational reflection. 
Without a doubt, it is a discursive strategy designed with 
ease by the one who has the literary hook at his disposal 
and then winds the reel towards the most wide-ranging 
philosophical spheres.

El professor d’història (The History Professor). 
Proa, 2008

In El professor d’història we find the culmination of a 
creative process initiated by Mira with Els treballs perduts 
and continued with Purgatori. All three works, with a 
background of contemporary Valencia, rest on a mythic 
structure: Hercules, Dante’s Comedy, and finally, Faustian 
myth.

As Goethe does with his restless professor to obtain 
absolute knowledge, Mira’s Professor Salom posits the 
existence of everything surrounding him, contemplates 
the world from the heights, the depths and the oceans, or 
travels at the side of a Mephistopheles transmuted into a 
canine figure, even on a strange Walpurgis Night among 
the nocturnal prostitutes of modern illegal immigration.

In contrast to the German background, which has 
a dramatic form, the narrative voice is subjectivized 
by choosing the hero’s perspective, although it is not 
technically a monologue. The book rests on reflections 
of a profundity very near to essay, often starting with an 
anecdote. These reflections, couched in sentences of a 
considerable length, help the reader to stay awake and alert 
for the opinion and description therein.

It is a work of contrasts: the professor, interested 
in knowledge in spite of tedious students; strong and 
rational thinking in spite of postmodernity; magnificent 
architecture with specific social functions in spite of 
contemporary banality; east and west; youth and age; our 
technological world and the so-called third world…


